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Abstract 
This paper deals with impact of renewable energy sources on both interconnected transmission systems and 
distribution networks. It evaluates the role of phase-shifting transformers in controlling active power flows 
created by renewables as well as embedded renewables’ role in islanding operation in distribution network. 
Model of photovoltaic power plant from MODES simulation software is described as well.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

In recent years the renewable energy sources (RES) have seen a great rise in installed power in the whole world. 
Many papers have been written on this topic (e.g. [1], [2]). These new energy sources create a new challenge for 
power engineers everywhere. 

Europe was a pioneer in RES employment. Due to state subsidies the number of RES power plants, mainly wind 
turbines and photovoltaic (PV) panels, has greatly risen. In the Czech Republic the PV plants’ installed power is 
10 times larger than that of wind turbines (approx. 2GW vs. 200MW). In Germany the situation is quite opposite 
– wind turbines’ installed power is approx. 40 GW compared to 27GW in PV plants. See Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1 Installed power of PV plants in the Czech Republic (left) and in Germany (right) 

First part of this paper deals with influence of loop and transit power flows in the Central European region and 
possible installation of PST on border between Germany and Czech Republic. This power flows are caused by 
high production from wind park in northern Germany (see results of European Wind Integration Study - EWIS 
[3]), but also market operation (especially export from Germany to Austria) is reason for huge transit power 
flows. Hypothetical installation of PST in Czech Republic is demonstrated to mitigate these power flows, which 
threaten operational security in the Central European region. 

However, most RES are embedded in distribution systems. To address the influence of RES on these systems a 
detailed model of distribution system is used. 

As a simulation tool MODES simulation software is used. 
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2 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

Already preceding paper [1] published two years ago predict large loop and transit power flows through Czech 
and Slovak power system. Real live proves this prediction. This part of paper deals with analysis of real situation 
with high loop and transit power flows from eastern Germany. End of the 8th week 2012 was taken as example. 
Power flow from eastern Germany (operated by transmission system operator 50Hertz) exceeded security limit 
1200 MW (this limit ensures N-1 criterion fulfilling) at that time, which is demonstrated on Fig. 2. 

 

Fig. 2 Power flows on Czech -50 Hz profile (        DACF –prediction,          reality,         security limit) 

Point in time 10:00 19.2.2012 (depicted by red arrow in Fig. 2.) was chosen for detailed analysis. Security 
criterion N-1 was not fulfilled at that time. Outage of one line may cause overloading of other line and may lead 
to cascading outages due to domino effect (this phenomenon is described in [4]). 

2.1 Input data 

Initial load flow was prepared from input data available in TCS process („TSO Security Cooperation” see [5]). 
This data was reduced –Central European region (together with Italy) was left unchanged and Germany was 
divided into three areas depicted 50Hertz, tennet and DE in following figure. Other control areas (Portugal, 
Spain, France, Belgium and Nederland in west part of Europe, Serbian, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Macedonia, 
Croatia, Bulgaria, Romania, Albania, Greece and Turkey in Balkan region) were reduced to one hub node. 
Model was complemented by 3 PST installed in Krajnik and  Mikulowa substations in Poland and Hradec 
substation in Czech republic to limit power flow from northeast Germany (50Herz area). 
The dynamic model includes 3085 nodes, 4961 branches and 248 generators. 

 
Fig. 3 Power flows on profiles among the TSOs 
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2.2 Simulation results 

Dynamic simulations of internal line 400 kV outage were carried out with two options: 
1. PST in Hradec substation controls power flow from 50HzT to CZ to security limit value 1200 MW 
2. PST in Hradec is out of control  and it is switched on in case of line outage to limit power flow . 

The first option is preventive measure to ensure N-1 criterion observance. The second option is corrective 
remedial measure execution (manually or automatically) if line overloading happen. 
Following figures show active power flows between particular control areas (TSOs). 

 
Fig. 4 Power flows on profiles PP among the TSOs during line outage at t=7 min –preventive PST control 

PST controls change tap position from 0 to -14 to decrease power flow through PST from initial value 2050 to 
set up value 1200 MW. Transit power flows from DE and tennet to AT increase while transit power through CZ 
decrease (PST control operates in right direction to limit transit power flow through Czech transmission system). 
Step changes of these power flows are seen after line outage at t=7 min. Increasing of power flows through PL is 
limited by PST operation as well.  

 
Fig. 5 Power flows on profiles PP among the TSOs during line outage at t=20 s – corrective PST control 

Automatic tap changing of PST was switched on after line outage at t=20 s. PST stared to control power flow 
from 50Hz to security limit 1200 MW. Final power flows distribution is practically same as in preceding case of 
preventive control. 
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Following figure demonstrates influence of PST control options on current and line temperature after outage of 
other line. Line temperature dynamic model (implemented in the MODES network simulator) is described in [6], 
used climatic conditions and other model parameters are in Tab. 1. 

 
Fig. 6 Time courses of line temperature Tc and current I for PST preventive and corrective controls 

In case of preventive PST control (green color) line current is decreasing from 1450 A to  1115 A , which is 
secure value (N-1 criterion taking into account) - after outage of other line at t=10:07:00 , current increases to 
1590 A , which is below ampacity limit 1740 A. 

In case of corrective PST control (red color) line current is increasing from 1450 A to 1825 A after outage of 
other line at t=10:00:20. This value is above ampacity limit 1740 A. It means that operational security is 
jeopardized and a curative measure must be carried out. After switching PST into control, current is decreasing 
relatively fast, so that line temperature Tc (dashed line in Fig. 6) increasing is small - about 1.2 oC.  

Tab. 1 Basic climatic conditions and parameters for conductor temperature modelling 

Conditions Simulated Standard  

Ambient temperature Ta [
oC] 1 35 

Wind velocity  vW [m/s] 2 0.5 
Solar radiation PSE [W/m2] 810 1000 

Heat emissivity ε [-] 0.5 0.5 

Solar absorptivity α [-] 0.5 0.5 

Elevation of conductor above sea level He [m] 400 400 

This simulation calculation proved that installation of PST is efficient way to prevent excessive power flows 
through Czech transmission system. 
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Fig. 8 Generation mix in modelled system 

3 DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM 

PV systems have seen rapid growth in recent years both in Czech Republic and abroad, see Fig. 1. Most of these 
plants are embedded in distribution system, which brings new challenges to distribution system operators (DSO) 
as well as transmission system operators (TSO). 

This paper will focus on frequency-related issues, namely disconnecting and reconnecting of PV plants at under 
or over frequency. It is currently stated in distribution system grid code that PV plants should disconnect when 
frequency deviates from <49.8; 50.2> Hz range. This may cause problems especially during islanding operation, 
when the grid is weak (compared to interconnected grid) and frequency changes faster. 

Single-line scheme is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7 Single-line scheme of modelled distribution system 

 

3.1 Distribution System Model 

To show the influence of PVs during islanding operation a real 
110kV distribution network model was used. It contains a part of 
Czech distribution network of ČEZ Distribuce fed from 
transmission system substation Neznášov (400kV). Within the 
distribution network two relatively big coal-firing plants are 
embedded: Opatovice (183MW) and Poříčí (165MW). Many 
small hydro plants are embedded as well. All power sources are 
shown in Tab. 2, generation mix is shown in Fig. 8. 

This part of distribution network was chosen because of its high 
share of PV plants as well as well-balanced generation and load 
which allows smooth transition to islanding operation. The total 
installed power in modelled distribution system is 456.4MW and 
total load is 291.1MW. 
 
 
 

Tab. 2 Modelled power sources 

Node Name Plant Type Installed Power (MW) Node Name Plant Type Installed Power (MW) 

OPA Coal 183 
NPA 

PV 0.9 

POR Coal 165 Diesel 1 
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Node Name Plant Type Installed Power (MW) Node Name Plant Type Installed Power (MW) 

NAX 

PV 4.2 

VSE 

PV 13.6 

Hydro 1 Hydro 5.5 

Coal 17 Diesel 0.7 

CKO PV 2.7 HKJ PV 2.2 

DOA 

PV 1.8 

PAS 

PV 8.5 

Diesel 1.6 Hydro 3 

Hydro 1.1 Coal 2.6 

Coal 4.4 VRX Hydro 7.5 

LPC 

PV 7.2 KRP Coal 4.5 

Coal 10.3 
SML 

Diesel 1 

Hydro 1.4 Hydro 1.2 

Diesel 1.8 HRK Hydro 1.7 

Generic models of MODES simulation software have been used to model all power sources. These models have 
been described in previous papers [9]-[11]. Model of PV plant is described below. 

3.2 Photovoltaic plant dynamic model 

In literature, one can find a number of analytical relations for the current of photovoltaic panel IFV depending on 
the intensity of solar radiation G and the DC voltage UDC, based on Markvart’s equation - e.g. in form (taken 
from [8]): 
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Other parameters can be derived from nameplate data (open circuit voltage, short circuit current and maximum 
power) and are dependent on temperature as well.  DC voltage is usually regulated by a converter so that at a 
given temperature and irradiance level a maximum active power is supplied (the product of IFV*UDC). For the 
first approximation we can neglect the dynamics of this regulation (the so-called "maximum power point 
tracking”) and model the PV supply active power PFV depending on the intensity of solar radiation, or simply: 

PFV=PFVp∗g (2) 

where PFVp is the maximum achievable performance of the PV and g is the relative solar irradiation. Block 
diagram of the dynamic model is shown in Fig. 9.  

 
Fig. 9 PV plant model scheme 
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Model affects the basic features of a frequency converter (inverter changing DC of photovoltaic cells to AC). 
Input of the PV model is supplied active power PFV and requested reactive power QS or voltage US, depending on 
whether the controller operates in the secondary control of Q or primary regulatory of U.  

Model outputs IP and IQ – active and reactive power of system are then injected into the network, as shown in 
the right of the image. PV is modelled by the Norton equivalent. Regulation of reactive power remains similar to 
the previous model PMGC (in accordance with the information in [12]) and, alternatively, you can switch to 
IQ=0, which can model small and simple PV system without control of U and Q. 

It remains to resolve modelling of solar irradiation variability. The following figure shows examples of 
dependence of the g factor on time of day: The dependence corresponds to the intensity of solar radiation on 
clear days. Actual process (drawing a solid line) can be simply approximated by Gaussian functions (3) with 
three parameters (drawn dashed).  

 
Fig. 10 Typical waveforms intensity of solar radiation for summer day 
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• A = 0.6852 
• µ = 13.05 
• σ = 3.11 

The block Tripping relay allows modelling of disconnection of PV plants during over and under frequency. It 
even allows some hysteresis between disconnection and reconnection to grid. For purposes of this simulation 
following rules were set: 

• Under frequency disconnection fmin = 49.8 Hz 
• Under frequency reconnection fminZ = 49.85 Hz 
• Over frequency reconnection fmaxZ = 50.15 Hz 
• Over frequency disconnection fmax = 50.2 Hz 

The relay is allowed to disconnect and reconnect the PV plant five times in quick succession before the plant is 
disconnected for at least 30s. After this time the reconnection is attempted again but only twice. If these two 
attempts are unsuccessful the relay does not attempt automatic reconnection. 

3.3 Simulation scenario 

To simulate the islanding operation in distribution network both 400/110kV transformers in substation Neznášov 
are disconnected. Two variants of islanding operations are simulated: 

1. Deficit island (load is approximately 40MW larger than generation) 

2. Surplus island (load is approximately 40MW smaller than generation) 

The former should show greater problems caused by disconnection of PV plants because there is even in initial 
state (after disconnection from transmission system) a lack of power. In the latter variant the disconnection of 
PV plants could help dealing with over frequency. 

Each variant assumes the output of PV plants is maximal, which happens in summer around 1pm. 

3.4 Simulation results 

The first variant where a deficit island is created has shown an interesting phenomenon. This is depicted in Fig. 
11. 
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Fig. 11 V1: Frequency deviation and active power output of PV plant (left) and major coal-firing plants (right) 

After the disconnection of both 400/110kV transformers at 5s the frequency quickly drops below 49.8 Hz which 
results in disconnection of PV plants 4s later and a switch of classic power plants to speed governance. The PV 
plants’ disconnection speeds up the decrease of frequency which is compensated for by remaining power plants 
at 11s when frequency reaches minimum of 49.15Hz. 

When the frequency returns to limits set in tripping relay of PV plants a reconnection is attempted. Because the 
island is much weaker than the interconnected grid the reconnection causes a fast rise of frequency which 
exceeds 50.2Hz set in the relay so the PV plants are disconnected again. The relay is then blocked so no 
reconnection is attempted, which allows the frequency to reach nearly 50Hz when the relay unblocks. 

At approximately 60s another reconnection is attempted with the same result as the previous one. After the 
disconnection frequency drops to 50Hz which triggers another connection and another rise in frequency above 
50.2Hz. PV plants are disconnected for the last time and the relay is blocked. This allows the frequency to 
stabilise at 50Hz but the PV plants are disconnected. 

The second variant shows transition into surplus islanding operation. Time courses of active power and 
frequency deviation are shown in Fig. 12. 

 
Fig. 12 V2: Frequency deviation and active power output of PV plant (left) and major coal-firing plants (right) 

The same phenomenon as in first variant can be seen here. PV plants try to reconnect to the grid and cause great 
frequency deviations which disappear after disconnection. This causes another reconnection attempt until the 
relay is finally blocked. This phenomenon is known as the jojo effect. 

Transition into surplus islanding operation shows greater proneness to jojo effect because initially the PV plants 
disconnection reduces frequency to the vicinity of 50.0Hz. The attempted reconnection, however, spoils the 
positive effect of the disconnection and worsens the situation for other units in the island. 

Fig. 13 shows how diesel units react to frequency changes in both variants. These are the fastest-reacting units 
(excluding PVs) connected to the island. It can be clearly seen that transition to surplus islanding operation with 
PVs demands more regulatory power than transition to deficit island. In classic-power-sources-only island this 
demand is usually quite opposite. 
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In this case the PV plants account for only 9% of 
installed power. In the future, when the share of RES 
is expected to be much higher, this behaviour may 
result in tripping of units connected to the island and a 
complete black out of the area. 

To prevent the black out a simple solution is at hand: 
either to govern the output active power of PV plants 
similarly as classic power sources do (proportionally 
to frequency deviation) or to introduce selectivity to 
PV plants’ tripping relays so that all PV plants do not 
disconnect and reconnect at the same time. 

The scenario introduced here should be seen as a worst-case scenario. In reality all tripping relays do not react at 
the same time to frequency deviations so a certain selectivity is already being used. However, a strict set of rules 
regarding PV disconnection selectivity needs to be introduced to minimize the possibility of jojo effect 
occurrence. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

The first part of this paper deals with analysis of PST like mitigation tool used for limiting excessive power 
flows through transmission system. Dynamic simulation based on real network condition and hypothetical 
installation of PST on Czech-German border proves that this installation is efficient for investigated winter 
conditions. But it is not a sustainable solution. The sustainable solution is network reinforcement and increasing 
of transmission capacity. 

The second part focuses on PV plants’ behaviour after transition to islanding operation. With the current setting 
of tripping relays a so-called jojo effect in frequency may appear. With the growing share of RES this may cause 
great problems in the future resulting in synchronous units disconnection and even black out. This danger can be 
easily mitigated by the introduction of selective disconnection of PV plants. 
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6 ANNEXE A: PST EQUATIONS FOR DYNAMIC SIMULATION 

Equations for computer calculation of phase shifting transformers (PST) implemented in the MODES network 
simulator are described in this chapter. The simplest model of PST is series combination of an ideal transformer 
with complex ratio t and reactance X calculated according following relations: 

X=xKUn2/Sn                t=tejα      ( 4) 

xK [-] ..............  per unit leakage  reactance of PST 

Un, Sn [V, VA] nominal voltage a nominal apparent power of PST 

α [o] ..............  control angle –see eg. [13] for more information. 

This model is depicted on left side of the following figure: 

 

Fig. 14 Scheme of PST model – initial (on left), substitute (on middle) and equivalent (on right) 

 

We can write following relations for currents in per units 

I I=t*I ‘
I = (tUI –UJ) t

*Y       IJ= (UJ – t UI)Y        ( 5) 

Corresponding substitute scheme is in the middle of Fig. 14. Disadvantage of this scheme is losing of symmetry 
of network admittance matrix due to complex tap ratio (t*≠ t) – see eg. [14].  

We can solve this problem by mathematical rearrangement of ( 5) as follows: 

I I=(t2UI – t*UJ ± t UJ)Y = [t2UI – tUJ + UJ t(1- e-jα)]Y    

IJ= (UJ – t UI ± t UI)Y = [UJ – tUI + UI t(1- ejα)]Y     
( 6) 

Equivalent scheme is on the right in Fig. 14. Nodal admittance matrix is symmetrical (isotropic), but the 
additional shunt branches connected to the sending and receiving ends are not constant parameters. They depend 
on voltage ratios. It requires some iteration process in network equations solution.   
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